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Women
Lead the Board

Shortlisted for Excellence in Career Development award 2017
Women Lead the Board is part of a series of programmes designed to better equip those who want to contribute to
the leadership of an organisation. The aim is to provide both a theoretical perspective underpinning good
governance and training in its practical application; it enables its graduates to make valuable and strategic
contributions to organisations in the not for profit sector, in particular, housing.
The programme targets professional women who have the vision to contribute to a more balanced demographic of
board composition across the private, public and voluntary sector, and an appetite to contribute to good
governance. The four modules are delivered over two Friday/Saturday blocks on a regional basis to minimise time
out of work and the amount of travelling.
Bristol

Cardiff

Leeds

28/29 Feb 2020

17/18 Jan 2020

09/10 Oct 2020

15/16 May 2020

27/28 March 2020

22/23 Jan 2021

Programme Benefits
Access to peer support and network building - a mix of
women bringing experience from a variety of sectors and
discipline.
Coaching around boardroom impact, techniques to raise
your profile, voice and body language, boardroom
relationships, CV and interview skills, taking the next
step.
Access to the governance portal, the home of resources
for governance in all sectors and membership of ACGP.
Learning materials with reflective practice questions and
an opportunity to undertake a Post Graduate Certificate
in The Practice of Management (Governance Leadership),
with Edinburgh Napier University.

Testimonials
I learned more in those four days than I had
thought possible. Fantastic speakers, thoughtful
sessions, lots of practical stuff and tools which I
use regularly. (Board Chair)
One of the most inspirational courses I have had
the pleasure to attend. It provided real clarity
about what good governance looks like, inspired
me to make changes to my non-executive and
executive careers, and gave me confidence to find
my voice (Charity Finance director, Trustee)
This programme certainly contributes to raising
standards in Governance. (Board Member, Audit
Committee Chair)
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